We theoretically investigate an ultrastrongly-coupled micromaser based on Rydberg atoms interacting with a superconducting LC resonator, where the common rotating-wave approximation and slowly-varying-envelope approximation are no longer applicable. The effect of counter-rotating terms on the masing dynamics is studied in detail. We find that the intraresonator electric energy declines and the microwave oscillation frequency shifts significantly in the regime of ultrastrong coupling. Additionally, the micromaser phase fluctuation is suppressed, resulting in a reduced spectral linewidth.
We theoretically investigate an ultrastrongly-coupled micromaser based on Rydberg atoms interacting with a superconducting LC resonator, where the common rotating-wave approximation and slowly-varying-envelope approximation are no longer applicable. The effect of counter-rotating terms on the masing dynamics is studied in detail. We find that the intraresonator electric energy declines and the microwave oscillation frequency shifts significantly in the regime of ultrastrong coupling. Additionally, the micromaser phase fluctuation is suppressed, resulting in a reduced spectral linewidth. Introduction. The recent dramatic progress in superconducting quantum circuits enables the fundamental study of ultrastrong interfaces between particles and electromagnetic fields. Recently, artificial atoms have been linked to the superconducting microwave resonators in the ultrastrong coupling regime [1] [2] [3] [4] . Furthermore, there is large experimental effort to store neutral atoms in the vicinity of superconducting circuits [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , paving the way towards masing/lasing physics in the regime of ultrastrong coupling. Conventional masers and their optical counterpart, lasers, rely on the weak/strong particle-resonator interactions, for which the well-known rotating-wave and slowly-varying-envelope approximations are usually employed to explore the system characteristics [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
The rotating-wave approximation fails when the coupling strength between electromagnetic fields and active particles is close to the electromagnetic frequency [24, 25] . Actually, the counter-rotating terms take apparent effects in some circumstances, for examples, quantum chaos [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , Landau-Zener transitions of a qubit in circuit QED [31, 32] , entanglement of spin anticorrelated state [33, 34] , maser/laser dynamics [35] [36] [37] [38] , et al., even when the atom-field interaction is much smaller than the electromagnetic frequency. Also, the slowly-varyingenvelope approximation becomes invalid because such an ultrastrong atom-field interaction significantly disturbs the electromagnetic field at a rate comparable to the carrier frequency. Owing to the large cavity-mode volume and small atomic dipole moments, the ultrastrongcoupling regime has never been experimentally accessed before in the conventional maser/laser physics.
In this paper, we study a hybrid micromaser system based on Rydberg atoms interacting with a superconducting LC resonator. The atom-resonator coupling strength is tuned from the weak-to the ultrastrongcoupling regime, where the ordinary rotating-wave and slowly-varying-envelope approximations are inapplicable. The resulting micromaser properties in different regimes exhibit distinguishing characteristics. The nonconventional behavior in the regime of ultrastrong coupling is attributed to the counter-rotating terms.
Physical model. We consider a micromaser system, where 87 Rb Rydberg atoms interact with a single-mode superconducting electromagnetic cavity (see Fig. 1a ). The resonator, operating at mK temperatures to suppress the thermal background, is designed for an experimentally accessible resonance frequency of ω 0 = 2π×10.0 GHz. For a LC resonator, as an example, this can be achieved by using an inductor of L = 0.7 µH [39] and a capacitor C composed of a pair of parallel cylinders with a radius of a = 4.0 µm, length of ∆l = 4.1 µm along the z-axis, and interaxial distance of d = 8.4 µm in the x-direction, resulting in a capacitance of C = 362.0 aF. The smallest intercylinder distance is
. The atoms propagate along the x-direction in vicinity to the capacitor plates and couple to the zdirection fringe field ηE. The parameter η measures the ratio of fringe field to central field E inside capacitor. Changing the distance between atoms and capacitor varies η (see Fig. 1b ) and hence tunes the atom-resonator coupling strength.
Following [40] , the quality factor of superconducting LC resonator is estimated as Q = ω0 κ = 2 × 10 4 , where κ = 2π × 0.5 MHz denotes the rate of energy loss within resonator. According to Kirchoff's Laws, the wave equation for the electric field E inside capacitor is derived as
where P is the polarization density of gain medium and ) state via the two-photon transition.
differential equation describes also common maser/laser systems [41] . The medium polarization P governs the dispersion and absorption/amplification of microwave. Unlike the traditional maser/laser theory, here we do not utilize the slowly-varying-envelope approximation to convert Eq. (3) into a first-order form because the ultrastrong atom-resonator coupling varies the amplitude of electromagnetic field rapidly, comparable with the carrier frequency. An external electrostatic field E along the z-direction is applied on the atoms to adjust the energy spectrum of 87 Rb (see Fig. 1a ). Following the condition given by the resonator, a suitable candidate for the maser transition is shown in the dc stark map (see Fig. 1c and 1d) of 87 Rb around the 22
2 ) Rydberg state, calculated according to [42, 43] . It is seen that at E = 550.7 V/cm there exists an avoided-level crossing occurring between two adiabatic curves starting with 22
2 ) and a manifold Φ n=20 composed of a set of |n = 20, l ≥ 3, j = l ± 1 2 , m = 5 2 (n, l, j, and m are the principal, orbital, total angular momentum, and magnetic quantum numbers, respectively) at E = 0. The energy gap of anticrossing is given by Ω = 2π × 3.2 GHz. Two eigenstates |u and |l , far enough away from the energy-level anticrossing, in different adiabatic curves are chosen to form the maser transition with a frequency of ω a . The large energy separations between |u , |l and any other adiabatic eigenstates strongly suppress the latter's effect on the masing dynamics. Thus, the Rydberg atom can be simplified as a two-level system consisting of |u and |l .
The coherent atom-resonator interface is governed by the Hamiltonian [44] 
where the unit step function θ(t − t j ) denotes the j-th atom starts interacting with the superconducting LC resonator at the time t j . The maser-transition frequency ω a can be tuned by adiabatically varying the electrostatic field E. The time-dependent effective driving frequency is defined as
d 0 = | u|µ|l | = 385 ea 0 [44] gives the atomic dipole moment of the masing transition, where µ is the electric dipole operator of an atom. The Pauli matrix operators for the jth atom are defined as σ
The pumping scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1e . The electrostatic field E is produced by another constantvoltage-biased capacitor, whose inner region is divided into a wedge-shaped and a parallel-plate part [45] . The connection between plates of different parts should be arch-shaped to suppress the edge effect. The static electric field gradually increases from zero to E in the wedgeshaped region and remains at E in the parallel-plate region. Atoms in the ground state 5 2 S 1/2 (m = 1 2 ) fly into the capacitor individually. We assume that the atoms have the same velocity v and are equally separated with a distance of about ∆l (large enough to suppress the effect of interatomic interaction on the masing dynamics), leading to only one atom N = 1 interacting with the resonator at a time. The realization of such a deterministic source of atoms increases the complexity of experimental implementation. Before entering the electrostatic-field capacitor, the atoms are excited into 22
2 ) via the light fields at 475 nm and 780 nm. Then, they adiabatically transit to the upper masing level |u , resulting in the population inversion in the parallel-plate region. Since we do not focus on the intensity fluctuation of maser field in this work, a Poissonian-pumping statistic is assumed for simplicity (see Appendix A). However, it should be noted that a sub-Poissonian or regular pumping can lead to the memory effects and reduce the low-frequency intensity fluctuation of the maser/laser field [14] [15] [16] .
The injection values of atomic variables are derived
− ) and we have defined ω a = ω 2 a + Ω 2 and Ω = ω a − ω a . The zero-Kelvin lifetimes of |u and |l are of the order of 10 µs [46] . However, the Rydberg-state lifetimes are strongly reduced when the atom is nearby the chip surface due to the stray electric fields [47] and ionization [48] . According to [49, 50] , the decay rates of |u and |l are reasonably chosen to be Γ = 2π × 30.0 MHz for the typical atom-surface distance of the order of 1 µm (corresponding to 0.1 ≤ η < 1) in this work (see Fig. 1b ). In addition, the Casimir-Polder shifts hardly affect the atomic spectrum.
Applying the Heisenberg-Langevin approach [51] [52] [53] , we obtain the equations of motion for the c-number atomic variables from H (see Appendix A)
where U(t), V(t), and W(t) are the c-number counterparts of macroscopic atomic operators
y , and
z , respectively. R = N r a is the injection rate of atoms with r a = v/∆l. For the value of R interested in this work, the atomic velocity v is of the order of 10 2 . The corresponding atom-resonator interaction time is tens of ns, longer than the decay time Γ −1 of masing states, avoiding the transit effect from the finite atom-resonator interaction time [54] . F U ,V,W (t) are the Langevin noises for different atomic variables. The atomic polarizability in Eq. (3) is given by P(t) = ηd 0 U(t)/V eff with the effective volume V eff = Sd and S = Cd/ 0 . Neglecting the Langevin forces F U ,V,W (t), Eqs. (3) and (4) describe the semiclassical dynamics of microwave laser without rotating-wave and slowly-varying-envelope approximations. Due to the counter-rotating terms, the hybrid system does not reach a stationary state and the analytical investigation is unpractical. Here we employ the well-known fourth-order Runge-Kutta method to numerically solve the masing dynamics. For an arbitrary initial state, the dissipative atom-resonator system arrives at an equilibrium state after a long time
and Ω s eff (t) to denote the steady-state solutions of electric field, atomic variables, and effective Rabi frequency, respectively.
According to the circuit quantum electrodynamics [44] and full quantum theory of traditional masers/lasers [14] [15] [16] , the magnitude of quantized electric field (produced by the charge of Q = √ 2C ω 0 ) inside the resonator is given by E vac = 2 ω 0 /(Cd 2 ), where we have used the fact that d 2a, ∆l. We choose the parameter
, which is proportional to η, to measure the atom-resonator coupling strength. For η = 1, g reaches the maximum given by g 0 = 2π × 1.2 GHz. We define the cooperativity parameter of the hybrid system C = 2g 2 /(Γκ) = η 2 C 0 , with the maximum C 0 = 2.0 × 10 5 . C −1 gives the critical atom number for the masing/lasing output in the weak-or strong-coupling regime [55] .
Electric-field Energy.
For the hybrid system in the steady state, the time-averaged energy I of electric field confined in LC resonator is given by
In the conventional maser/laser theory [56] , I can be analytically derived as I = I s (R/R th − 1), where the saturation energy is
, and the pumping threshold is R th =
However, as we will see below, this result is only valid in the weak-and strong-coupling regimes where the common rotating wave approximation is applicable. Figure 2a displays I as a function of the pumping rate R for several different coupling strengths g. A masing threshold is present in the weak-coupling limit (C < 1). In contrast, the masing dynamics exhibits thresholdless behavior in the strong-coupling regime (C 1 and g/g 0 1) and I raises linearly as R is increased from zero. Our numerical results agree with that of the traditional maser/laser theory in both weak-and strongcoupling regimes.
When g is further enhanced to the regime of ultrastrong coupling (g/g 0 ∼ 1), I becomes lower than that of the hybrid system operating in the strong-coupling regime for increasing R. This degradation coincides with the prediction in [35] , i.e., the counter-rotating terms reduce the maser/laser gain. In addition, I is no long linearly proportional to R. Figure 2b illustrates the energy I changing with the atomic-transition frequency ω a . In the limit of ω 0 g, I maximizes at ω a = ω 0 , i.e., the dc-Stark shifted atomic transition is resonant to the LC resonator. As g is increased, the masing region is broadened symmetrically. For a very large atom-resonator coupling, the microwave oscillation can be maintained even without the overlap between the resonator-mode spectrum and the gain spectrum, |ω a − ω 0 | > (κ + Γ). In the regime of ultrastrong coupling, the dependence of I on ω a around ω 0 is no longer symmetric, owing to the avoided energylevel crossing between |u and |l when ω a approaches Ω (see Fig. 1d ). Our numerical result violates the conventional maser/laser theory because of the counter-rotating terms. The maximum of I is reduced and shifted to the low-frequency side of ω 0 .
We further consider the dependence of I on g with the resonant atom-resonator interaction, i.e., ω a = ω 0 , for a fixed R (see Fig. 2c ). The conventional maser/laser theory predicts that I is saturated when C 1. However, our numerical results shows clearly that I starts to decline from g/g 0 ≈ 0.1, i.e., g ∼ 10 −2 ω 0 , indicating g ω 0 is not a sufficient condition for the validity of common rotating-wave approximation. Actually, the decline of I in the regime of ultrastrong coupling is caused by the increasing effective population inversion. Energy and atom number conservations give
where W 0 ≡ W s (t) t is the averaged population inversion. When g/g 0 approaches 1, the counter-rotating terms disturb the conventional rotating atom-resonator interaction, resulting in the rise of W 0 (see below) and the decrease of I for a fixed pumping rate. One can also derive the masing oscillation frequency ω c from the numerical simulation. As shown in Fig. 2d , although the superconducting cavity is resonantly coupled to the dc-Stark shifted atomic transition when ω 0 = ω a , ω c is significantly shifted from the characteristic frequency ω 0 of the LC resonator in the ultrastrong-coupling regime. It has been pointed out that the counter-rotating terms can give rise to a shift in the true resonance frequency of the atomic transition, i.e., Bloch-Siegert shift [57] [58] [59] [60] 
, where E 0 is the micromaser amplitude. This energy-level shift, which is much larger than the cold-cavity linewidth κ and the atomic-transition linewidth Γ, additionally induces the cavity frequency pulling effect [61] and the resulting oscillation frequency is given by ω c ≈ ω 0 + ∆ω BS /(1 + 2Γ/κ). Such an apparent mismatch between ω c and ω 0 = ω a is the other characteristic of ultrastrong atom-resonator coupling.
Spectral Linewidth. For the system in the steady state, the atoms periodically exchange energy with the superconducting resonator. As shown in Figs. 3a and 3b , the steady-state electric field E s (t) primarily exhibits the sinusoidal behavior in different atom-resonator coupling regimes E s (t) = E 0 cos ω c t. In contrast, the sinusoidal oscillations of macroscopic atomic variables are significantly distorted in the ultrastrong-coupling regime because of the enhanced counter-rotating terms. Nevertheless, all different variables oscillate at the same frequency ω c . We should note that although the steady-state micromaser mainly presents a sinusoidal oscillation, it does not indicate the applicability of slowly varying envelope approximation in the ultrastrong-coupling regime.
To investigate the spectral linewidth of the Rydberg micromaser, we express all variables as a sum of the steady-state part and a small fluctuating term, for example, E(t) = E s (t) + δE(t). By Fourier transform, e.g., δE(ω) = 
for ω around ω c . δϕ(ω) is δ correlated in frequency, i.e.,
because of the δ-correlated feature of Langevin forces and Figure 3c illustrates the dependence of D on g. When the system passes the threshold in the weak-coupling regime, D is significantly suppressed, indicating the formation of maser oscillation. However, the linewidth D raises as g is increased in the strong-coupling regime. This is because in the limit of (
∆ω BS , D is proportional to g 2 ∝ η 2 , meaning a small fluctuation of the atomic polarization can cause a large phase noise in the microwave field. The spectral linewidth D can be even larger than both the resonator and atomic-polarization linewidths κ and Γ, indicating the feedback (interference) effect of the resonator hardly takes effect. Surprisingly, when g is further enhanced to the ultrastrong-coupling regime, D starts to decrease. This is because D ∝ η −2 when ∆ω BS exceeds ( κ 2 + Γ), i.e., the Bloch-Siegert shift ∆ω BS weakens the effect of the atomic-polarization fluctuations. We deduce that D scales inversely with W 0 from Fig. 3c . It should be noted that according to the Heisenberg uncertainty relation, this suppressed phase noise enhances the intensity fluctuation of the micromaser field, which is consistent with the result in [35] . Moreover, since D is inversely proportional to the intraresonator energy I, increasing the pumping rate R always reduces D (see Fig. 3d ).
For the conventional masers/lasers, the quantumlimited spectral linewidth is predicted by the SchawlowTownes formula
where N u,0 gives the average steady-state population in the upper masing/lasing level [62] [63] [64] . Applying the usual maser/laser theory to the regime of ultrastrong coupling, D ST can be close to or even exceed the resonatormode frequency ω 0 (see Fig. 3c ), which is unphysical. However, if we substitute I, N u,0 and W 0 by our numerical results without taking rotating-wave and slowlyvarying-envelope approximations, the resulting D ST is approximately equal to D (see Figs. 3c and 3d ). We believe that the Schawlow-Townes linewidth D ST is a general form and also valid in the ultrastrong-coupling regime where all system variables should be derived without using rotating-wave and slowly-varying-envelope approximations.
Conclusion. In summary, we have numerically studied a superconducting micromaser, where the Rydberg atoms interact with a high-Q LC resonator without using rotating-wave and slowly-varying-envelope approximations. In comparison with the conventional maser/laser theory, the impact of counter-rotating terms in the atomresonator interaction on the masing dynamics are reflected in three aspects: reducing the electric-field energy inside the superconducting resonator (see Fig. 2c ), shifting the maser oscillation frequency (see Fig. 2d ), and suppressing the phase fluctuation of microwave field (see Fig. 3c ). Our results may be extended and tested via the quantum micromaser model based upon the continued fraction method [65] [66] [67] [68] , which also includes the quantum effects of the electromagnetic radiation in the weak-field limit.
Extrapolating the tremendous progress in the development of hybrid superconducting quantum circuits, our proposed system provides a promising platform for studying cavity QED in the ultrastrong-coupling regime, such as the quantum phase transition [29, 30] , the squeezing of an electromagnetic field [69] , and the quantum memory [70] . Furthermore, it enables exploring fundamental principles in quantum optics, including the physical interpretation of the counter-rotating terms, the role of virtual photons in the atom-field interaction, and how to quantize the atom-field system entirely since the photon number is no longer a (quasi-)good quantum num-ber when the atom-field interaction approximates (ultrastrong coupling) or even exceeds (deep strong coupling) the light frequency.
Superconducting circuits offer substantial design flexibility of resonator in the practical application. The recent experimental progress of an ensemble of Rydberg atoms interacting with a microwave cavity [71, 72] indicate the prospect of exploring experimentally the ultrastrong coupling regime discussed in this work.
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Heisenberg-Langevin Eequations
In this Appendix, we provide the details on the derivation of equations (4) of motion for the macroscopic atomic variables via the Heisenberg-Langevin approach [51] [52] [53] .
From the Hamiltonian (2) and Heisenberg equation
for an arbitrary operator O, we obtain the quantum Langevin equations of motion for the operators of the j-th atom
The above Heisenberg-Langevin equations have same structure
where the Langevin forces ( f x (t) = 0) are correlated with the δ−function in time, i.e.,
with the diffusion coefficient
The non-vanishing terms are derived as
Adding up the individual atomic operators, we obtain the macroscopic atomic operators
for which the corresponding equations of motion are given by
where the injection values of are given by
and the macroscopic Langevin forces are defined as
The macroscopic Langevin operators ( F X (t) = 0) are correlated with the δ-function in time,
The non-vanishing diffusion coefficients are derived as
where we have chosen the Poissonian statistics,
Now we derive the c-number Langevin equations, which are equivalent to the quantum Langevin equations. One should choose a particular ordering for the products of atomic operators, because the c-number variables commute with each other while the operators do not. Here, we choose the normal ordering of the atomic operators
Then we can replace the atomic operators by a set of c-number variables M * (t), N u (t), N l (t), and M(t), respectively, which obeys the equations of motion
The above Langevin equations have same structure
The c-number Langevin forces ( F X (t) = 0) are δ correlated in time,
We further define the c-number macroscopic variables
the injection parameters
and the c-number macroscopic Langevin forces
and obtain the c-number Langevin equations, which correspond to Eq. (4),
with R U = Rσ x , R V = 0, and
For an arbitrary set of initial states, the Rydberg micromaser system arrives at a steady state after a long enough time t 0 . These steady-state solutions oscillate at the common frequency ω c and, therefore, can be expanded into the Fourier series, i.e.,
We use the superscript 's' to denote the steady state. E 0 is the amplitude of the electric-field oscillation. The steady-state effective Rabi frequency is then given by Ω s eff (t) = n=−1,0,1
with q 
Γ (N u,0 + N l,0 ) = R,
from which one can easily obtain Eq. (5).
Spectral linewidth of Rydberg micromaser
To investigate the spectral linewidth of the microwave, we write the electric field and different atomic variables as a sum of the steady-state solution and a small fluctuation,
U(t) = U s (t) + δU(t),
V(t) = V s (t) + δV(t),
W(t) = W s (t) + δW(t).
The effective Rabi frequency is written as Ω eff (t) = Ω s eff (t) − 2d 0 δE(t).
It is easy to derive the following equations of motion for the small fluctuations d dt δU(t) = −ΓδU(t) − ω a δV(t) + F U (t),
d dt δV(t) = −ΓδV(t) + ω a δU(t) − Ω s eff (t)δW(t)
d dt δW(t) = −ΓδW(t) + Ω s eff (t)δV(t)
We then apply the Fourier transform to convert above differential equations into a set of algebraic equations 
where we have used the equation
which is derived from the Fourier transform of the wave equation (3) for the electric field, with
For a maser/laser operates above the threshold, the spectral linewidth is main from the microwave phase fluctuations, Eq. (6). We focus the region of ω close to ω c , and δϕ(ω) can be expressed as
where we has used the approximations Π(ω) ≈ (2/ω 0 )(ω − ω 0 − iκ/2), Based on the correlation properties of F * M (ω) and F M (ω), the phase noise δϕ(ω) is δ-correlated in frequency, i.e., Eq. (7), and the spectral linewidth is given by Eq. (8) .
